In both kinds of situations, the objective is to see reality from the eyes of the actor and to grasp the meaning of their action; "it is to unravel and understand the world from the perspective of the acting persons situated in their own local context and therefore, understanding the society in which they live" (Romani, Sackmann & Primecz, 2011, p. 4) .
Considering the importation of management tools, research has shown that the so called "best practices" have to take apositive meaning from the users' point of view if they are be actually used beyond ceremonial adoption (Yousfi, 2013) . In international teams, common practices have to be negotiated to make sense to all members and to avoid conflicts or withdrawal attitudes. Therefore the meaning frames through which protagonists see the organizational world are worth looking at (D'Iribarne, 2009).
Interpretive researchers do not test hypotheses; as they investigate a real work setting, the contingent problems emerge and researchers unveil actors' meanings and eventually provide appropriate constructs.
Even if the situation is not generalizable, the results of an interpretive research may apply to a broad scope of situations. Contextualized observations made in specific cases can be transformed into evidence of the society as a whole when the logic or rationale for action in very different settings appears to take the same shape. Each case analysis brings light to the cultures of the societies under study and to intercultural interactions.
PANEL GOAL: PRESENTING QUALITATIVE METHODS TO BRING LIGHT ON SOCIETY CULTURES AND INTERCULTURAL INTERACTIONS
A large number of methodologies might be appropriate for interpretive research. The three panelists of this session will each discuss one methodology to provide new insights on cross-cultural collaboration through qualitative interpretive inquiry.
Mary Yoko Brannen: Strategic Ethnography and leveraging internal organizational insights for sustainable growth and renewal
Strategic ethnography adapts and extends ethnographic method to MNE strategy around leveraging local knowledge through insider/outsider eyes of multicultural teams. In this talk, Professor Brannen will discuss this new method from the lens of an in-depth study of retail giant, Tesco Plc's global operations. She will discuss three contributions of the study. Firstly, it offers a longitudinal field study of an actual multicultural team in practice with an organizational determined "real world" outcome measure, and, secondly, develops a clear definition of what is meant by "bicultural bridge" with three skill sets that make up the construct that are applied over three Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author(s). Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). CABS '14 
